David Mackey

David Mackey is a Digital Marketing Consultant based in Stratford, ON, Canada. He has 25+ years of experience building and supporting multi-tiered server applications and telecommunication systems. His recent consulting and programming experience include building Digital Marketing Platforms for small businesses using WordPress.

David also has entrepreneurial dreams for reshaping the shopping experience at https://modshopr.com.

He has a Bachelor of Mathematics in Computer Science with Electrical Engineering Electives and a Bachelor of Arts, both from the University of Waterloo. The combination of this academic background helps David understand and bridge technical communities with non-technical communities.

David’s experience with the Internet started as a student user in the 1980s. He then went on to building optical data infrastructure in the 1990s, voice over data applications in the 2000s, and now he uses the Internet for marketing communications in the 2010s.

David is an individual member of NARALO, a member of the Internet Society and a member of Canadian Internet Registration Authority (CIRA).

David has watched the Internet grow in size and in importance to the global human experience. The Internet’s impact on the world is unprecedented. Although David’s experience with Internet Governance is relatively new, he hopes to connect with others who have more experience in this area.

David wishes to support strong Internet stewardship, so the Internet continues to be a source of innovation and a healthy environment for human development everywhere.